THE UBIATARPLAY
WIN-WIN COMMITMENT
Many people are concerned about

UbiatarPlay commits itself to buy

the potential loss of value of coins

back the ubiatarcoins needed for its

bought during ICOs; it could hap-

weekly business operations at the

pen, when a new token is traded by

same price of the ICO (2 US dollars)

exchanges and the initial volumes

from all those that have them and

are inevitably small.

register into the SellersList.

A loss of value of all cryptocurren-

If the ubiatarcoins needed are only

cies can also happen and normally

available on the exchanges for any

produces a fall in prices of all tokens.

price higher than the one of the ICO,

To avoid losses due to these and
other external factors, we offer the
UbiatarPlay WIN-WIN commitment.

With the Ubiatarplay
WIN-WIN commitment
the token buyers
cannot lose.

they will be bought there, while any
quotation lower than that will result
in the buying from the SellersList.
The effect of his mechanism is
that anybody holding ubiatarcoins
(like ICO subscribers) will have the
option to sell them on the exchanges or for at least the same price of
the ICO (2 US dollars). This is called
a WIN-WIN situation, since it is
impossible to lose.
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WIN-WIN COMMITMENT

UAC LIFE CYCLE

Ubiatarplay
WorkingStock

Ubiatarplay has its
own stock of UAC,
called WorkingStock.
Some of these UAC

gives UAC to

are sold to the Usars
who want to buy
UAC with credit card
(because

they

still

don’t have acces to
exchanges)

to

use

Ubiatar.
Another part goes to
the Avatars who take
part to the UbiatarPlay
Live Broadcast Worldwide project as salary.

Usars

who want
to buy UAC

Avatar

for salaries
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WIN-WIN COMMITMENT

SellerList

WEEKLY
sell UAC to

Ubiatarplay
WorkingStock

The WorkingStock has a minimum

The tokens are bought in equal parts

level of 200’000 UAC. To remain

from all the sellers in the SellerList.

to minimum level it will need to be

We will not prioritize bigger sellers.

replenished every week. Ubiatarplay will replenish it by buying UAC

To be a seller it is required to com-

from the SellerList.

plete a KYC procedure.
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WIN-WIN COMMITMENT

Ubiatarplay
WorkingStock

Ubiatarplay commits to buy UACs from
Seller list at least at 2,00$ (ICO price).

WIN-WIN:

Selling price never goes
below ICO level
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WIN-WIN COMMITMENT

External
sponsor
Usars

ICO funds

who want
to buy UAC

SellerList

$
¥

€

Fiat Money

The sellers in the SellerList are paid
by UbiatarPlay with fiat money that
comes from the ICO funds, external
sponsors who buy advertising spaces
on the broadcasts and usars who
want to buy UAC with credit cards.
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